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Strain-dependent eight-band k � p method is used to analyze the electronic structure and intraband

optical transitions in self-assembled InGaAs quantum rods in the terahertz range. The calculation

of absorption spectra for the growth- and in-plane-polarized radiation shows some similarities to

those of quantum well and single quantum dot structures, augmented with contribution from

transitions between the dot and quantum well states. The influence of rod height on the electronic

structure and the intraband absorption spectra is also investigated. It is found that the energy of

maximal terahertz absorption can be tailored by the rod height for both in-plane and in-growth

polarized radiation. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3692069]

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor quantum dots are continuously attracting

significant research interest, because their properties can be

engineered, via their structural parameters, allowing the

design of dots with electronic and optical properties suited to

a particular application. In many cases, they are expected to

offer better performance than similar devices based on

quantum wells and wires. The growth of such structures is

typically in the Stranski-Krastanov mode, which produces

self-assembled dots with the height-to-diameter aspect ratio

well below one and without a precise controllability of their

size.

Novel quantum nanostructures—quantum rods or quan-

tum posts—have recently been realized.1–4 In contrast to

self-assembled quantum dots with typical heights of a few

nanometers, quantum rods can be grown with heights up to

several tens of nanometers. They have quite large aspect

ratios, the controllability of which is achieved by alternating

deposition of very short (of the order of monolayer) layers of

InAs and GaAs. Subsequent intermixing of InAs and GaAs

leads to InGaAs quantum rods with large and precisely tuna-

ble aspect ratio. Recent experiments on carrier capture

dynamics in quantum rod structures5 suggest that quantum

rods may be very promising for future device applications.

There is also a very recent report6 that charged quantum rods

embedded in a quantum well matrix give rise to a

“perforated” electron gas. Additional growth control by

using different arsenic sources has been reported.7,8

It is, therefore, of interest to develop a full theoretical

description of electronic and optical properties, which would

enable the purpose engineering of quantum rod–based struc-

tures. Initial work in this area has focused on calculation of

energy levels and interband optical properties,1,2,9 as well as

theoretical investigation of dominant physical effects affect-

ing their interband optical properties.10 We have recently

performed preliminary work on calculation of intraband

(intersubband) absorption in the THz spectral range.11 Fol-

lowing the recent experimental observation and theoretical

analysis of terahertz ionization of highly charged quantum

posts,6 in this work, we focus on detailed simulations of THz

intraband optical absorption of polarized radiation at

extremely low and liquid nitrogen temperatures. Within this

scope, it suffices to consider the rod electronic structure

alone, neglecting the formation of polaron states discussed in

Ref. 12, because the spectrum of polaron states is not signifi-

cantly different from a pure electronic spectrum in terms of

optical probing.

We first briefly describe the strain-dependent eight-band

k � p model for the electronic structure and the absorption

cross sections calculation. The results are also compared to

those obtained within the simple effective mass model, the

latter being quite useful for qualitative insight.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Electronic structure: Eight band k � p model

The electronic structure of quantum rods is calculated

within the eight-band envelope function k � p model.13–17

The strain distribution was found within the continuum

mechanical model,18 with the calculation based on the finite

element method.19

As for the rod cross section, both the cylindrical5,6,20

and square-based1 shapes were reported. Yet, in our previous

study of InGaAs quantum dots,21 we have shown that the

intraband absorption spectrum is essentially the same for

truncated square-based pyramids and truncated cones. This

indicates that the details of the base shape (square versus

circle) are not very important and have assumed the cylindri-

cally shaped rods in our simulations, which should capture

the essential features of an intraband absorption spectra of

rods with different cross sections. Such an approximation isa)Electronic mail: elnpr@leeds.ac.uk.
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further supported by the fact that, as described in Sec. II B-

Sec. IV, the main features of bound-to-bound optical

transitions are the same in the simple effective mass particle-

in-a-box model for a square-based rod and in the full simula-

tion with a cylindrical rod, and it is even less likely that the

properties of unbound states are significantly affected by the

exact shape of the rod base.

With the cylindrical shape of rods assumed, the axial

approximation21 was used. The Hamiltonian eigenvalue

problem was then solved using the orthonormal function

expansion, where the basis was formed from the direct prod-

uct of Bessel functions in the radial direction and plane

waves in the growth (z) direction. The cylindrical symmetry

of the rods introduces a good quantum number (mf ), describ-

ing the z� component of the total quasi-angular momentum,

which takes half-integer values.21,22 The optical transition

selection rules then allow only the transitions with Dmf ¼ 0

in the case of z� polarised radiation and jDmf j ¼ 1 for the

in-plane, e.g., x� polarised radiation.

The calculated electronic structure is then used to find

the intraband absorption spectra. The case of T ¼ 0 has been

investigated previously,11 assuming that only the ground

state is occupied (the two-fold degeneracy of jmf j states then

implies that no more than two electrons can be present in the

quantum rod). In this work, we consider the lattice tempera-

tures of either 0 K or 77 K. The latter case allows thermal

population of higher states and absorption from these states

as well. The inhomogeneity of the quantum rod ensemble

(fluctuations of rod size and deviations of the base shape

from perfect circular or square) gives contribution to transi-

tion linewidths and is taken into account by assuming a

Gaussian line shape with a standard deviation r equal to

10% of the transition energy, i.e., r ¼ 0:1ðEf � EiÞ.
Under equilibrium conditions, a transition in the quan-

tum rod has the effective absorption cross-section,

r�ði! f Þ ¼ 2p�h

~n�0cE

hijĤ 0jf i
A

�����
�����
2

1

r
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

� exp �

�
E� ðEf � EiÞ

�2

2r2

0
B@

1
CAHif ; (1)

where i and f denote the initial and final state and ~n the re-

fractive index. The dipole perturbation Ĥ
0 ¼ e

m0
p̂ � A�

depends on the incident radiation magnetic vector potential

A and its polarization unit vector �, and Hif is the difference

of the initial and final state population,

Hif ¼
1

exp
ðEi � EFÞ

kbT
þ 1

� 1

exp
ðEf � EFÞ

kbT
þ 1

;

where EF is the Fermi level, determined by the average num-

ber of electrons in a rod.

B. Effective mass model

For a simple picture of phenomena observed in the

detailed calculation, we also give a simple effective-mass

model of the electronic structure, dipole matrix elements,

and optical cross-sections for states confined in the dot or in

the well embedding the dot.

Consider a cuboidal quantum dot embedded in an infi-

nite potential barrier with a square base of side length a and

height d. Envelope functions of its eigenstates are

Wiðx; y; zÞ ¼
2
ffiffiffi
2
p

a
ffiffiffi
d
p sin

xni
xp

a

� �
sin

yni
yp

a

 !
sin

zni
zp

d

� �
(2)

and the corresponding energies,

Ei ¼
p2�h2

2m�a2
ððni

xÞ
2 þ ðni

yÞ
2Þ þ p2�h2

2m�d2
ðni

zÞ
2: (3)

Similarly, in an infinitely deep quantum well, the eigenstates

are

Wkx;ky;nðx; y; zÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

a
ffiffiffi
d
p eikxxeikyysin

znp
d

� �
(4)

and the corresponding energies

Ekx;ky;n ¼
�h2

2m�
ðk2

x þ k2
yÞ þ

p2�h2

2m�d2
n2; (5)

where ðkx; kyÞ is the in-plane wave vector and the quantum

number n counts the subbands.

In order to use Eq. (1), one requires the momentum ma-

trix element pif ¼
Ð

Wip̂Wf dr. For light polarization,

� ¼ �xiþ �zk, where z is the growth and x the in-plane direc-

tion, the momentum matrix elements are straightforwardly

found as

px
if ¼

4i�h
/x

if

a
for ðni

x � nf
xÞ odd

0 for ðni
x � nf

xÞ even

;

8<
: (6a)

pz
if ¼

4i�h
/z

if

d
for ðni

z � nf
zÞ odd

0 for ðni
z � nf

zÞ even

;

8<
: (6b)

where

/x
if ¼ �xdni

ynf
y
dni

zn
f
z

ni
xnf

x

ðnf
xÞ2 � ðni

xÞ
2
;

/z
if ¼ �zdni

xnf
x
dni

ynf
y

ni
zn

f
z

ðnf
zÞ2 � ðni

zÞ
2
:

All selection rules are included in Eqs. (6a) and (6b).

For the quantum well surrounding the dot, the only non-

zero matrix element is

pz
kx;ky;n;k0x;k

0
y;m

¼
4i�z

�h

d
dkxk0xdkyk0y

mn

m2 � n2
for ðm� nÞ odd

0 for ðm� nÞ even

:

8><
>: (7)
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III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electronic structure

The electronic structure of quantum rods was calculated

using the 8-band k � p envelope function model. The rod mate-

rial composition and geometric parameters were taken in ac-

cordance with the literature data. The rod diameter was taken

to be 10 nm,1 and the rod height was varied from 2.5 nm to

60 nm, which covers the typical range of quantum rod

heights.1,2 The InAs/GaAs short-period superlattice, away from

the quantum rod, transforms into an InGaAs alloy quantum

well layer with In content of 16%1 during the structure growth.

The In content in the rod is approximately 45%.1 The profile of

the cylindrically symmetric structure in the z – r plane is sche-

matically shown in the inset of Fig. 1, and the conduction band

edge profile in the growth direction for r ¼ 0 (which includes

the hydrostatic strain-induced shift) is shown in Fig. 1. The

structure can be considered as a quantum well with the z axis as

the growth direction and with the potential getting deeper in

the radial direction, up to the rod radius of r ¼ 5 nm.

The electronic structure of 60-nm- and 10-nm-high rods

is displayed in Fig. 2, together with the wavefunction moduli

squared for a number of relevant states. The electronic states

can be classified as either free or non-free, according to

whether their energies are above or below the barrier in the

growth direction.

Numerical calculations were performed in the subspace

defined by basis functions corresponding to the closed box

around the whole structure, and these solutions make a dis-

crete set. For quasi-bound and free states, this description is

clearly only approximate, but one can still expect that such

discretisation, in fact, samples the continuum (including the

resonances) of the open system and should be able to capture

the variation of optical transition matrix elements with the

transition energy. All non-free states can be further divided

into three subgroups. The first subgroup, labeled with A in

Fig. 2, includes states completely localized in the dot, which

exist only due to the dot. Their total energies do not have to

be lower than the barrier in the radial direction, as is the

case, e.g., for state A4 for the 60-nm-high rod or state A2 for

the 10-nm-high rod (a part of their energy comes from quan-

tisation in the z-direction). Since the In content–related bar-

rier in the radial direction is about 30% lower than in the

growth direction, these states behave like bound states in an

infinite dot, described by Eq. (2). Increasing nz increases the

number of nodes in the growth direction. The quantum num-

ber mf plays a role similar to quantum numbers nx and ny.

FIG. 1. The conduction band profile, including the hydrostatic strain poten-

tial, for a 30-nm-tall quantum rod. The structure layout in the z� r plane is

shown in the inset.

FIG. 2. Energy diagrams for quantum rods with 10 nm height (upper) and

60 nm height (the lower diagram). Different types of states have different

(but height-independent) labels. The lower part of the figure shows various

types of states (wavefunction structures) appearing in the quantum rods.

Solid (dashed) double-arrowed lines indicate the dominant transitions for the

z-(in-plane) polarized radiation.
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According to Eqs. (6a), (6b), and (7), only the transitions

between the bound dot states, i.e., from (the only signifi-

cantly populated) mf ¼ 1
2

and mf ¼ � 1
2

into higher states

(observing the selection rules), can significantly contribute to

absorption of radially polarized radiation. Dot states with

higher values of mf are absent.

Within the simple effective-mass model, those states

would be described by the quantum numbers nx ¼ 1 and

ny ¼ 1. For taller rods, the energy difference between these

bound states decreases (Eq. (3)). This can be also seen from

Fig. 2, where states A1, A2, and A3 in 60-nm-high rods have

energies lower than the radial barrier, but in the 10-nm-high

rod, the p-like bound state A2 is far above the s-like A1, with

energy higher than the radial barrier. This is a very interesting

feature. State A2 is bound, although its energy is in the sub-

band continuum. This indicates that an electron optically

excited into A2 state might be efficiently extracted by a lateral

electric field, which will be discussed later on. The third state,

A3, does not exist in the 10-nm-high rod, since the number of

bound states in the well and the dot is reduced by decreasing

the height of the dot, i.e., by decreasing the well width.

The second subgroup of non-free states appears for ener-

gies higher than the radial barrier, and these states are com-

pletely localized outside the rod. Their properties are

determined by the well and will be hereafter called well states.

These states are, actually, quantum well bound states behaving

like plane waves in the radial direction and can be classified

into subbands according to Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). Among the well

states, one can recognize states from the same subband, because

they look similarly, i.e., have the same number of nodes in the

growth direction and similar wave-like behavior in the radial

direction. Therefore, B, C, and D in Fig. 2 denote the 1st, 2nd,

and 3 rd subband in the growth direction. All these states

behave like plane waves in the radial direction. Figure 2 shows

that increasing the quantum number mf gives states lined up

along a parabolic “subband”. This is fully analogous to the

wave in the radial (x or y) direction and its parabolic dispersion

with kx and ky in a simple infinitely deep well.

The same as for the dot states, the energy difference

between quantum well states within different subbands, but

with the same mf , decreases as the rod height increases (Eq.

(5)). There are also a larger number of subbands in the well,

causing complicated state ordering for taller rods. The den-

sity of states increases, leading to interlacing of states from

different subbands (Fig. 2).

The third subgroup of non-free states, denoted as mixed

states, are those which are only partially localized in the dot.

For example, one of those states is labeled as the E0-state in

Fig. 2. These largely delocalised states are denoted as E, F,

and G and also form bands in the same way as B, C, and D

states do, but their behavior in the radial direction is differ-

ent. States E, F, and G are not homogeneous waves in the ra-

dial direction, although they are not localized either.

Furthermore, their energy depends only mildly on the quan-

tum rod and quantum well parameters. The state E0 behaves

as the ground state for the quasi-subband E. We also note

that states F0 and G0, as ground states for subbands F and G,

could be added on the diagram, but they are not labeled in

Fig. 2, since their exact nature is less clear.

There also exist non-free states labeled as H for the

10-nm-high rod and as I for the 60-nm-high rod in Fig. 2.

Those states are partially localized outside the rod, but their

shape is still largely influenced by the rod. Some of those

states have no nodes in the growth direction, like H states, or

one node, like I states, which indicates the order of their

quantization. It is difficult to find a precise qualitative

description or unambiguous classification of these states.

To conclude, by varying the height of the quantum rod

structure, one can tune the energy spacing between various

bound states. The spacing between consecutive dot bound

states decreases with increasing the rod height. The same

applies to the spacing between consecutive well states with

the same mf , but from different subbands. All that affects the

ordering of states and enables tunability of absorption spec-

tra for light polarized in the growth direction.

B. Intraband absorption spectra

All intra-subband transitions for in-plane, i.e., radially

polarized radiation are forbidden (see Eq. (7)). From Eqs.

(6a), (6b), and (7), it is clear that the momentum matrix ele-

ments depend only on the size of the structure in the direc-

tion of the light polarization, which, within the range of

structures considered here, means that the absorption of

z-polarized radiation will vary.

The lowest bound dot state is the ground state of the sys-

tem and, except in the case of very long rods (e.g., 60 nm),

the next couple of states belong to the first well subband,

which can accommodate a number of electrons, due to their

continuous nature. Assuming that the number of electrons

per rod is small enough that only the ground dot state and the

lowest subband states are significantly populated, the Fermi

level is very close to the first subband minimum and the tran-

sitions from these states will give the major contribution to

the total absorption.

What matters for a good photodetector performance are

the transitions from the populated initial states to low-lying

free states (resonances), because electrons in the latter can

efficiently contribute to the current if the structure is biased.

Yet, the cross-sections of these transitions may be very small

compared to those for bound-to-bound transitions, according

to Eq. (1), and this issue has to be investigated separately.

1. Absorption of z-polarized radiation

The absorption is strong only for transitions between op-

posite parity states, as is clear from the simple effective mass

model (Eqs. (6b) and (7)). For example, according to

Eq. (6b), one expects that the dominant matrix element for

z-polarized radiation will be between the ground state with

ni
x ¼ 1, ni

y ¼ 1, and ni
z ¼ 1 (s-like state) and nf

x ¼ 1, nf
y ¼ 1,

and nf
z ¼ 2 (the p-like, also dot state, with a good overlap

with the initial state), as the calculation indeed gives. The

same rule applies to transitions between the well subbands,

i.e., the matrix element is large for the transition between

n ¼ 1 and n ¼ 2 states (Eq. (7)). As shown in Fig. 2 (solid

double-arrowed lines), the dominant dipole matrix elements

are usually between states of type A with opposite parity,

e.g., A1 � A2, and between subbands B and C or C and D.
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Increasing the dot height decreases both the momentum ma-

trix element squared and the state spacing, and the latter de-

pendence is stronger than the former, because it acts both

explicitly and via the energy-dependent linewidth, resulting

in increasing cross-section. This is predicted by both the full

k � p and the simple effective mass model.

At higher temperatures, transitions from higher states of

the quantum dot can also significantly contribute the total

absorption, as they become increasingly populated. How-

ever, the absorption peak positions hardly change, because

main additional transition, which was not active at T ¼ 0 K,

comes from the well states, and their spacing appears to be

approximately the same as for the dot states.

Taller rods have a smaller state spacing, i.e., reduced

transition energies of bound-to-bound transitions. Therefore,

the absorption tunability for z-polarized radiation is achieved

by changing the rod height for sufficiently tall rods, accom-

modating both an s-like and a p-like bound state.

This explains the cross-section for taller quantum rods

calculated using Eq. (1), shown in Figs. 3 and 4. At T ¼ 0 K,

only the transitions from the dot ground, bound state, into

the higher dot bound state exist (assuming a maximum of

two electrons per dot). This is why a single peak appears for

any height, shifting to lower frequency as height increases.

At elevated temperatures, e.g., T ¼ 77K, an additional tran-

sition occurs from the first well subband, but at similar ener-

gies as transitions from the bound state. Therefore, Figs. 3

and 4 are generally similar. However, one can see from Fig.

4 that the absorption peak for the 60-nm-high rod decreases

at elevated temperature, due to thermal population of the

upper state. Clearly, taller rods with their small state spac-

ings are more strongly affected by temperature.

The most interesting feature of intraband spectrum in

this case is that, for a range of values of rod height, the domi-

nant s� p-like transition excites electrons into the quantum

well continuum. These electrons can be efficiently extracted

by a lateral electric field, thus providing a basis for the design

of a lateral-extraction photodetector. The advantage of such a

photodetector would be a strong bound-to-bound absorption

and an efficient continuum-like extraction of electrons. How-

ever, more detailed studies of electron transport are required

before any more reliable conclusions can be made.

In the case of bound-to-continuum absorption, which can

generate vertical photocurrent, the situation is quite different.

Usually coming from transitions between non-subsequent

states (in respect to size-quantization in the z-direction), this

absorption may be quite small. The transition energy from the

lowest bound to the barrier continuum state slowly decreases

with increasing rod height. For larger matrix elements, one

needs shorter rods, also evident from simple effective-mass

model. For instance, the resonant bound-to-continuum

absorption peak in the (rather flat) 2.5-nm-high quantum rod

is comparable to bound-to-bound absorption. For higher rods

(> 10 nm), however, bound-to-continuum absorption peaks

are not observable on the same scale as bound-to-bound ones,

due to the decreased values of momentum matrix elements,

increased energy separation, and increased linewidth, which

all lead to small absorption strength.

However, for extremely short rods, such as 2.5 nm

(typical height of conventional quantum dots), the dominant

transition for growth-polarized radiation is of bound-to-

continuum type. These structures are not typical “rods”, and

the results for them are given only for the sake of compari-

son between rods and conventional quantum dots.

2. Absorption of in-plane polarized radiation

The important issue in quantum well intraband photodetec-

tors is that there is no absorption of in-plane polarized radiation,

as is clear from Eq. (7). The quantum rod structure may have

non-zero absorption of in-plane polarized radiation, e.g., based

on transitions from the dot bound states with the quantum num-

ber mf ¼ 1
2

into well and mixed states with mf ¼ � 1
2
.

The detailed examination of dominant optical matrix ele-

ments in the structure shows that transitions between bound

states in the dot and higher well or mixed states, for the

in-plane polarization, are more prominent than “intra-dot”

transitions. With transitions between the subband states being

forbidden, all absorption will come from transitions from the

first bound state of the dot, with bound-to-bound transitions

much stronger then bound-to-continuum transitions. The

FIG. 3. Absorption cross-section for transitions from the ground state for z-

polarized radiation at T ¼ 0 K with one electron per rod. The absorption for

the 2.5-nm-tall dot comes from the bound-to-continuum transition, since

such a short dot can accommodate only one bound state. Absorption in taller

rods comes from bound-to-bound transitions and follows the trend as the rod

height varies.

FIG. 4. Absorption cross-section for z-polarized radiation at T ¼ 77 K with

one electron per rod.
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bound-to-bound absorption peak can be tuned by changing

the rod height, and results are shown in Fig. 5. Dominant

transitions from the dot ground state are indicated with

dashed double-arrowed lines in Fig. 2. Dominant bound-to-

bound transitions in this case are transitions between A1 and

B or E0 states.

The in-plane-polarized radiation can excite electrons

into the well states. In contrast to the case of growth-

polarization, the excited electrons are here already highly

delocalized and easily extractable by lateral electric field.

We conclude that a polarization-independent intraband lat-

eral photodetector might be designed and optimized by a

proper choice of rod height.

It is clear that the problem of small absorption strength

for in-plane polarized radiation, compared to z-polarization,

arises due to widely spread wavefunction of the mixed final

state, which reduces the overlap with the initial dot bound

state. The absorption peaks of bound-to-continuum transi-

tions are also tunable with the rod height, same as in the case

of z-polarization. Calculations show that the corresponding

optical matrix elements increase with increasing dot height,

in contrast to the case of z-polarization. For example, the first

resonant bound-to-continuum transition in a 30-nm-high

quantum rod has the transition matrix element similar to the

bound-to-bound one at 3 THz, cf. Figure 5, and the situation

remains like that down to the rod heights of �10 nm, though

not at 2.5 nm.

The opposite “direction” of the absorption peaks tuna-

bility for the two polarizations generally makes it possible to

engineer the structure (find suitable rod height and diameter)

so to get optimal functionality for both directions of incident

radiation in the THz frequency range.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, a detailed strain-dependent eight-band k � p
method was used to analyze the electronic structure and

intraband optical properties of self-assembled quantum rods.

It was found that their optical properties strongly depend on

rod height, with an amount of tunability in terahertz fre-

quency range, which enables engineering of these structures

for optoelectronic applications. General features of the

absorption of z-polarized radiation are that it inherited prop-

erties of both an isolated quantum dot and a quantum well.

The fact that p-like dot state is embedded in the well subband

gives rise to the possibility of using the s� p-like transitions

in photodetection. The absorption of in-plane polarized radi-

ation, which is due to electron transitions from the ground

(dot-bound) state to the well states, is a benefit offered by

this type of structures, in contrast to quantum wells. Such

excited electrons can be efficiently extracted by lateral elec-

tric field, paving the way toward a polarization-independent

lateral intraband terahertz photodetector.
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